This study compared models of auditory word recognition as they relate to the processing of polymorphemic pseudowords. Semantic transparency ratings were obtained in a preliminary rating study. The effects of morphological structure, semantic transparency, prefix likelihood, and morphemic frequency measures were examined in a lexical decision experiment. Reaction times and errors were greater for pseudowords carrying a genuine prefix, and this effect was largest for pseudowords that also carried a genuine root. While results were grossly similar for bound and free root types, there were also some important differences. Regression analyses provided additional support for decompositional models: semantic transparency, prefix likelihood, prefix frequency, and root frequency all affected pseudoword rejection times. The results are most compatible with a modification of Taft's (1994) interactive-activation model or a dual-route model.
Morphological effects in spoken word recognition have been receiving increasing attention. English is considered to have only limited and irregular morphological structure (e.g., Henderson, 1985; Jarvella & Meijers, 1983) , but recent studies have shown that morphological information is used in perception (e.g., MarslenWilson, Tyler, Waksler, & Older, 1994; Wurm, 1997) . There is of course some morphological structure to the language, and different approaches could be used by the perceptual system in dealing with that structure.
The traditional view in formal linguistics is that nonarbitrary items do not need to be stored in the lexicon (Bloomfield, 1933; Chomsky, 1965; Lyons, 1977) . According to this view, it is unnecessary to store built, builds, rebuild, and other complex relatives of these, because the lexicon would already contain the root morpheme build. The complex forms can be generated as needed through the use of word formation rules. Reduction of redundancy is the most attractive feature of this approach; some languages have verbs that can assume thousands of distinct surface forms even though they differ only by inflection and are essentially the same vocabulary item (Anderson, 1988) . Only the base form of such verbs needs to be stored.
A class of word-recognition models that corresponds to this view can be referred to as decompositional (or discontinuous). Although there are several examples of discontinuous models (e.g., Cutler, Hawkins, & Gilligan, 1985; Cutler & Norris, 1988; Grosjean & Gee, 1987; Jarvella & Meijers, 1983; MacKay, 1978; Morton, 1969 Morton, , 1979 , the most visible one has been the prefix-stripping model of his colleagues (1981, 1985; Taft & Forster, 1975; Taft, Hambly, & Kinoshita, 1986) . This model was developed to explain visual lexical decision times for various classes of morphologically complex pseudowords.
According to this model, saying "NO" should take longer for pseudowords with genuine prefixes than for those without. The difference should be even larger when the root of the pseudoword is a real English root. This is because there is a successful prefix strip for ϩPre-fix, ϪRoot pseudowords that requires time; for ϩPrefix, ϩRoot stimuli there is a successful prefix strip plus a successful root look-up, which requires still more time (deciding that the two legitimate morphemes cannot be combined with each other to make a word also slows the process).
One interesting aspect of this predicted pattern concerns pseudowords that begin with nonprefix strings (i.e., ϪPrefix stimuli). Roots should not even be recognizable as roots when there are no prefixes to strip off, so root status should not have an effect here (see Taft et al., 1986) : reaction times (RTs) for the two conditions should be equal. Taft (1994) later concluded that it is theoretically possible to observe a RT disadvantage for the ϪPrefix, ϩRoot items if the root is very common and easily recognized, as in the visually presented pseudoword IBPEOPLE (his example). I will have more to say about this following the main RT experiment.
Some theorists feel that lexical redundancy can be an advantage to be exploited, rather than a burden (Henderson, 1985) . Such authors prefer the full-listing view, which states that all words are stored in the lexicon (Bybee, 1985 (Bybee, , 1995a Jackendoff, 1975) . Bybee (1988) feels that theorists should not be concerned with storage efficiency given the capacity of the human brain and the widespread idiosyncrasies present in all languages (see also Sandra, 1994) .
Continuous processing models correspond to this view. Words are processed on a strict leftto-right basis, with no regard for internal structure. Morphological structure and morphological variables cannot affect RTs or error rates. The Cohort model (Marslen-Wilson, 1984 Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978 ) is one such model, and there have been several other arguments in favor of continuous processing (e.g., Henderson, Wallis, & Knight, 1984; Rubin, Becker, & Freeman, 1979; Tyler, MarslenWilson, Rentoul, & Hanney, 1988) . Pseudoword rejection should occur as soon as the input becomes inconsistent with all words.
Some interactive-activation models explicitly deny the existence of morpheme or word units (e.g., McClelland & Elman, 1986; Rueckl, Mikolinski, Raveh, Miner, & Mars, 1997; Seidenberg, 1987; for critical views, see Dennet, 1987; Forster, 1994) . On this view, so-called morphological effects are in fact due to semantic and form-based similarity, frequency of occurrence of sublexical letter strings, and so on. Most interactive-activation models are characterized as continuous, but Taft (1994) proposed an interactive-activation version of the earlier prefix-stripping model. The new model is behaviorally very similar to the earlier one, but Taft found the interactive-activation framework more plausible and appealing (the major difference is that a prelexical prefix store is not needed). The model has distinct word and morpheme units and exhibits decompositional behavior. The equivalent of prefix stripping takes place as a consequence of the mapping process (acoustic-phonetic or visualorthographic). Some researchers have argued that some words are decomposed while others are not. Wurm (1997) proposed a dual-route model based on the idea of parallel, competing processes [cf. the Race model of Cutler and Norris (1979) ]. In his model, morphologically complex words are processed simultaneously as fullforms and as analyzed constituent morphemes. The decompositional route of the model is sensitive to variations in semantic transparency, the likelihood that a given string is a prefix, and morpheme frequencies (see below). Other variations on the dual-route theme have also been proposed (e.g., Anshen & Aronoff, 1981; Bergman, Hudson, & Eling, 1988; Caramazza, Laudanna, & Romani, 1988; Frauenfelder & Schreuder, 1992; Laudanna, Burani, & Cermele, 1994; Laudanna & Burani, 1995; Laudanna, Cermele, & Caramazza, 1997; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995; Stanners, Neiser, & Painton, 1979) .
Dual-route models have often provided the context for the initial exploration of previously ignored variables, such as semantic transparency (Bergman et al., 1988; Henderson, 1985; Smith, 1988; Smith & Sterling, 1982) . Words such as unhappy are highly transparent, while those such as relate are opaque. There is also a sizable middle ground (Wurm, 1997) . Recent data (Libben, 1998; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995; Wurm, 1997) have shown that this variable plays a role in word recognition and have more generally called into question the defensibility of an all-or-none theoretical position on complex word recognition. For example, MarslenWilson et al. (1994) found that suffixed words that do not have a semantic relationship that is obvious to current language users are treated as monomorphemic.
In an investigation of visual processing of Italian pseudowords, Laudanna et al. (1994) introduced another important concept: the proportion of tokens beginning with a given letter string that are prefixed (e.g., retold is prefixed, realize is not). Schreuder and Baayen (1994) found that the average value for this variable in English was very low and rejected the notion of prefix-stripping. Wurm (1997) reported a similar average value for this variable (which he called prefix likelihood), but found that it interacted with several other variables in the recognition of auditorily presented prefixed English words. The nature of the interactions suggested decompositional processing for some items.
The current study extends previous work in many ways. First, most previous studies have presented stimuli visually. Auditory presentation can inform theory in a unique way, because the pieces of a polymorphemic stimulus arrive at the listener at different, specifiable times (cf. Butterworth, 1983; Grosjean & Gee, 1987; Henderson, 1985; Kempley & Morton, 1982; Marslen-Wilson, 1984; Morton, 1979; Radeau, Morais, Mousty, Saerens, & Bertelson, 1992) .
Second, the critical stimuli in most experiments have carried bound roots (e.g., -ceive in receive and conceive). Overreliance on bound roots is a potential problem given recent findings about the importance of semantics; bound roots are semantically empty, at least to nonlinguists, and thus they are not subject to phenomena like semantic drift (Aronoff, 1976) to the same extent that free roots are (free roots are those that can stand alone as words, such as the build in rebuild). Bound roots are also less productive than free roots-they cannot combine with prefixes to make novel words.
Finally, studies of auditory pseudoword processing have not included prefix likelihood or semantic transparency, nor have they looked at interactions between these variables and morphemic frequency measures. This is important, because pseudowords are simply potential words that happen not to be used; speakers and writers coin new combinations as needed, but this almost never causes problems for listeners and readers (provided the new combination is phonotactically legal-see Baayen, 1994; Coolen, van Jaarsveld, & Schreuder, 1991; Schreuder & Flores d'Arcais, 1989) .
Because many studies have used pseudowords as critical stimuli (e.g., Caramazza et al., 1988; Laudanna et al., 1994; Taft, 1994; Taft & Forster, 1975; Taft et al., 1986) , the use of pseudowords allows contact with a large body of literature. The current study examines whether the same variables that influence word recognition also affect the processing of pseudowords.
PRELIMINARY RATING STUDY
This study provides values on semantic transparency for polymorphemic pseudowords.
Method Participants
Twenty students from the Department of Psychology subject pool participated. All were native speakers of English. Participants received extra credit in a psychology course.
Materials
Critical pseudowords in this study fell into one of four groups, defined by crossing the presence or the absence of a genuine prefix and a genuine root (see Appendix A). Only the ϩPrefix, ϩRoot pseudowords with free roots were included in this rating study. Pilot ratings collected for ϩPrefix, ϩRoot pseudowords with bound roots were uniformly low. These items were dropped from the rating study, but will be included in the main part of the lexical decision experiment.
Stimulus construction is described more fully under the next Method section. The stimuli to be rated were printed in a rating packet in two different random orders.
Procedure
Participants made their ratings by writing a number from 1 to 7 in a blank next to each pseudoword. Anchor points on the scale were labeled "Impossible to put this in a sentence" (1) and "Very easy to put this in a sentence" (7). Participants were given an example of a pseudoword that can easily be put into a meaningful sentence: "The band was interrupted midsong by a power failure" (a sentence heard by the author on a radio station in Binghamton, NY) and one that cannot easily be put into a meaningful sentence (transplay). This indirect method is one way of getting at the construct of semantic transparency, which in the case of pseudowords concerns how easily interpretable each stimulus is (see Caramazza et al., 1988; Coolen et al., 1991) .
Results
Median semantic transparency ratings are shown in Appendix B. There was significant variation on this dimension, even though the stimuli were created by the random concatenation of a prefix and a root. Median ratings ranged from 2 (e.g., transfrost) to 7 (e.g., rebolt).
CALCULATION OF OTHER REGRESSOR VARIABLES
Prefix likelihood is a ratio: the numerator is the summed frequency (Francis & Kučera, 1982) of the truly prefixed words beginning with a given phonetic string, and the denominator is the summed frequency of all words beginning with that string in which removal of the string leaves a pronounceable syllable or syllables. For example, although real begins with re-, this word was not considered a prefixstripping failure because the remainder of the word (simply the phoneme /l/ in this case) is not a syllable. Prefix likelihoods for each prefix were taken from Wurm (1997) . The value for ad-, which was not used in that study, was calculated by the methods described in that paper.
Prefix likelihoods can range from 0 to 1. A value of 0 would indicate that no words beginning with the string are truly prefixed. A value of 1 would indicate that all words beginning with the string are truly prefixed. Values for the prefixes used in this study are listed in Appendix C. They ranged from .005 (per-) to .283 (un-), averaging .07. Wurm (1997) found that this variable played a role in word recognition despite the fact that most of these values are small.
A measure of root morpheme frequency was needed for ϩRoot pseudowords. The Birmingham/Cobuild corpus (18 million tokens) of the CELEX database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & van Rijn, 1993; Burnage, 1990 ) was searched for each root. Frequencies were summed across all cases where that root was found (e.g., the frequencies of repay, prepay, and so on are all included in the root frequency for pay). Root frequencies are shown in Appendix B.
Prefix frequencies were calculated in essentially the same way. Counts for words in the Birmingham/Cobuild corpus beginning with each (orthographic) prefix string were obtained. From these, the frequencies for cases that were instances of prefixation were summed (e.g., replay counts but reach does not). Appendix C includes the prefix frequency for each prefix. Summary statistics for both frequency measures are shown in Table 1 .
LEXICAL DECISION EXPERIMENT
There have been few explicit discussions of possible processing differences for bound vs. Note. Per million tokens, from the CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1993; Burnage, 1990) . free roots. Most researchers who have addressed the issue have concluded that bound elements are represented in the same way as free ones (Bergman et al., 1988; Emmorey, 1989; Stanners et al., 1979; Taft, 1994) . However, Marslen-Wilson et al. (1994) concluded that bound roots do not have the same representational status as free roots because they lack reliable meanings. This experiment includes stimuli with both root types.
Method Participants
Participants were 88 students from the Department of Psychology subject pool. All were native speakers of English with no known hearing problems. Participants received extra credit in a psychology course for their participation.
Materials
Yoked quartets of critical pseudowords were constructed by crossing ϩ/ϪPrefix with ϩ/ϪRoot. These quartets are listed in Appendix A. Four lists of stimuli were prepared, each consisting of 480 items (240 words and 240 pseudowords). Each list contained 120 critical pseudowords: 30 ϪPrefix, ϪRoot pseudowords; 30 ϩPrefix, ϪRoot pseudowords; 30 ϪPrefix, ϩRoot pseudowords; and 30 ϩPrefix, ϩRoot pseudowords. One member of each stimulus quartet was assigned to each list, so that no participant heard more than one member of the quartet. In each of the four conditions, half of the pseudowords came from a quartet with bound roots and half came from a quartet with free roots.
The ϩPrefix, ϩRoot critical pseudowords were constructed by randomly concatenating 1 of 10 English prefixes with 1 of 60 bound and 60 free roots. Each root was used once, and each prefix was used 12 times (combined 6 times with bound roots and 6 times with free roots). To create the other 3 conditions, prefixes were made into nonprefixes by the substitution of one of the phonemes to a different phoneme from the same broad class. Readers may notice that ϩPrefix strings were repeated more often than ϪPrefix strings throughout the experiment. I will address this point below.
Roots were changed into nonroots by the same procedure. Phoneme substitutions were balanced among early, medial, and late positions within the individual morphemes. Item durations were well matched across the eight conditions (see Table 2 ).
Each list also contained 120 filler pseudowords with no apparent internal structure (e.g., *chormal), 120 prefixed filler words (e.g., enslave), and 120 unprefixed filler words (e.g., glutton). The 360 filler items were identical in each list. Across the 480 stimuli heard by a participant, 49% of words and 53% of pseudowords had weak first syllables (the stress of all critical items was weak-strong).
Two-or three-syllable filler words were chosen at random from a dictionary, subject to the constraint that they be of sufficiently high frequency to be familiar to the participant population. Filler pseudowords were chosen the same way. A randomly-selected two-or three-syllable word was changed into a pseudoword by the substitution of one or two phonemes with a phoneme or phonemes from the same class. Three quarters of the filler pseudowords had one phoneme change, and a quarter had two changes. The position of these substitutions were randomly determined. This mixture approximated the proportions established by the critical pseudowords; matching the proportions exactly was not possible, because a quarter of the critical pseudowords (i.e., those in the (57) 678 (62) Note. n ϭ 60 items per condition.
ϩPrefix, ϩRoot condition) had no phoneme substitutions. Stimuli were digitized at a sampling rate of 10 kHz, low-pass-filtered at 4.8 kHz, and stored in disk files. A practice list of similar composition, consisting of 100 items, was used prior to the main experiment. Visual feedback about accuracy was given to the participants after each trial, but only during the practice list.
Procedure
Participants (alone or in pairs) listened to stimuli over headphones in a sound-attenuating room. Order of stimulus presentation was randomized for each group of participants. An equal number of participants heard each of the four stimulus lists. On each trial, a participant heard a stimulus and made a lexical decision by pressing a button on a response board with his or her dominant hand. Participants pressed one button for words and another button for pseudowords.
RTs were measured from the acoustic offset of each item. This approximates the measurement method used by Taft et al. (1986) and was necessary given the goals of this paper. One goal was to see if the RT pattern predicted by the prefix-stripping model would emerge for stimuli carrying free roots rather than bound. Another goal, contingent on the first one, was to see if models other than the prefix-stripping model can explain that pattern of data. Taft et al. (1986) reasoned that it did not make any difference where the RT measurement began, provided that two conditions were met: First, the RT measurement had to start somewhere in the root portion of each stimulus, and second, the starting position had to be the same point for both stimuli that contained a given root. Thus, Taft et al. (1986) chose an arbitrary point in each root from which to measure RTs. The current study uses the analogous method of measuring from item offset: the offset of each item equals the offset of each root, which is as good a point as any according to this view (if item durations are well matched-see Table 2 ).
Results and Discussion
A participant was excluded from the experiment if he or she had an error rate greater than 15% or a mean RT greater than 1000 ms. Eight participants were excluded by these criteria. Analyses reported here were conducted on the remaining 80 participants. RTs for trials on which the participant incorrectly classified a critical stimulus as a word were not included. RTs were discarded if they were more than 2 SD above the mean for a given participant in a given condition (subject analyses) or for a particular item (item analyses).
Analyses of Variance (ANOVAs)
Mean RT as a function of root status, prefix status, and root type (free vs. bound) is shown in Fig. 1 . The mean error rate for each condition is shown above the bar in the figure. A 2 (root type) ϫ 2 (prefix status) ϫ 2 (root status) ANOVA was conducted. Pseudowords with bound roots had slightly faster mean rejection times than those with free roots (292 ms vs. As can be seen in the figure, the disruptive effect of a genuine root was even more pronounced in the context of a genuine prefix. These last two effects are incompatible with continuous processing models.
1,2
Both portions of Fig. 1 One of the more informative aspects of the error data can be found in the ϪPrefix conditions, which we already focused on in the RT analyses. ϪPrefix, ϩRoot items had higher error rates than ϪPrefix, ϪRoot items [3% vs. 1%-F 1 (1, 79) ϭ 23.38, p Ͻ .001; F 2 (1, 236) ϭ 5.83, p Ͻ .05]. This significant difference underscores the RT result: there appears to be some activation of the root portion of a ϪPrefix, ϩRoot item, regardless of whether the root is bound or free.
While the RT patterns were similar for both free and bound roots, the prefix status ϫ root type interaction was significant by subjects and approached significance by items: F 1 (1, 79) ϭ 17.23, p Ͻ .001; F 2 (1, 472) ϭ 3.28, p Ͻ .08. However, this test includes all items, and the free vs. bound manipulation has no real meaning for the ϪRoot items. Therefore, I reran the interaction including only the ϩRoot items (i.e., those in the right half of both panels of Fig. 1) .
Looking first at the ϪPrefix, ϩRoot items, one sees a small RT advantage for items that carried free roots (221 ms Ϫ 238 ms ϭ Ϫ17 ms); for ϩPrefix, ϩRoot items, the effect is large and inhibitory (442 ms Ϫ 381 ms ϭ ϩ61 ms in the opposite direction). For this subset of the data, the interaction was significant, but only by subjects [F 1 (1, 79) ϭ 10.52, p Ͻ .01; F 2 (1, 236) ϭ 1.75, p Ͼ .10]. The corresponding interaction on error rates was also significant in the subjects analysis only: F 1 (1, 79) ϭ 5.48, p Ͻ .05; F 2 (1, 236) ϭ 1.30, p Ͼ .10.
The major difference between ϪPrefix items and ϩPrefix items is that in the former case, the perceptual system is not expected to attempt 1 To ensure that the results shown are not due to differences in the number of auditory neighbors each kind of pseudoword has, I calculated the number of words that differ from each pseudoword by a single phoneme substitution. Zero was the median and modal value for all combinations of ϩ/ϪPrefix and ϩ/ϪRoot (78.3% of the stimuli had 0 neighbors). Furthermore, number of neighbors did not differ significantly across the eight types of pseudowords, whether the analysis included only the number of pseudowords having 0 neighbors (Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z ϭ 1.18, p Ͼ .10) or data for all of the pseudowords [ 2 ϭ 9.38 (df ϭ 7), p Ͼ .10]. 2 As mentioned previously, the stimulus-initial phoneme strings in the ϩPrefix conditions were repeated more often (12 times each) than those in the ϪPrefix conditions (M ϭ 2.4 times each). To ensure that the results obtained were not due to this difference in repetition, I recalculated performance in the ϩPrefix conditions using only each participant's first two encounters with each prefix. While performance on the early trials was slower and more variable, the data patterns are consistent with the results shown in Fig. 1. decomposition. Therefore, root type should not have an influence here. Decomposition is expected in the ϩPrefix cases, and that is where a large RT difference was observed. The fact that it was items with free roots that suffered such a large inhibitory effect in the context of a genuine prefix may illustrate the importance of semantics, discussed earlier in this paper (Libben, 1998; Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995; Wurm, 1997) . The regression analyses to be reported below lend additional support to this idea. 
Regression Analyses
RTs were also analyzed using hierarchical multiple regression. Only ϩPrefix, ϩRoot pseudowords were analyzed, because these are the only pseudowords for which it was possible to get values on all of the regressors. Regression models assume independence of observations, which does not hold for the current experiment because each participant provided more than one observation. In repeated-measures regression analyses, this is controlled by the inclusion of N-1 dummy variables (79 in the present case) that represent the participants. The interested reader can refer to Cohen and Cohen (1983) for more details.
After entering the 79 dummy variables, prefix frequency and root frequency were found to have inhibitory effects on RTs [F(1, 1967) ϭ 8.80, p Ͻ .01; and F(1, 1967) ϭ 8.44, p Ͻ .01, respectively-the large df value in the denominator equals the number of participants times the number of relevant stimuli minus the number of incorrect critical trials and the number of previous factors in the model].
The prefix frequency effect can be viewed one of two ways, both of which rest on the idea that processing is more difficult in portions of lexical space that are densely populated (see Goldinger, Luce, & Pisoni, 1989; Luce, Pisoni, & Goldinger, 1990) . The inhibitory effect of prefix frequency may be a byproduct of continuous processing. Prefix frequency is necessarily correlated with neighborhood density, so words with high-frequency prefixes have more neighbors than words with low-frequency prefixes.
Alternatively the prefix frequency effect may have decompositional underpinnings. A highfrequency prefix usually attaches to more roots than a low-frequency prefix does [Wurm (1996) found a correlation of .75 for these quantities].
In general, then, a pseudoword response should require more time if its prefix has high frequency, because the pool of root candidates would be relatively large. The root frequency effect agrees with Wurm's (1997) finding for real prefixed words and fits with his conclusion that high-frequency roots compete with the full-forms that carry them. This conclusion, if correct, would suggest that the prefix frequency effect is due to the size of the pool of root candidates and is not simply a byproduct of continuous processing.
The next effect assessed was that of root type. Included in the model ahead of root type were the N-1 dummy variables, prefix frequency, and root frequency. Pseudowords with free roots had slower RTs than those with bound roots [439 ms vs. 374 ms; F(1, 1965) ϭ 20.48, p Ͻ .001; this analysis only considers items from the ϩPrefix, ϩRoot condition-the overall advantage for items with bound roots was 21 ms, significant only by subjects].
The next effect assessed was that of prefix likelihood. Items higher on prefix likelihood had slower RTs [F(1, 1965 ) ϭ 4.12, p Ͻ .05]. This agrees with the finding of Laudanna et al. (1994) for Italian pseudowords, presented visually. Higher semantic transparency was also associated with slower RTs [F(1, 926) ϭ 9.49, p Ͻ .01-this analysis was done for items with free roots only]. These effects argue against strict continuous and strict decompositional models. The behavior of the perceptual 3 The possibility that the prefix status ϫ root type interaction was due in part to some unidentified aspect of the materials cannot be completely ruled out, because the interaction was also present in the subjects analysis of ϪRoot items [i.e., those in the left half of Fig. 1: F 1 (1, 79) ϭ 7.79, p Ͻ .01; F 2 (1, 236) ϭ 1.57, p Ͼ .10]. This was unexpected, because as noted above, the root type manipulation is meaningless for ϪRoot items. However, the effect was weaker for these items (Ϫ3 ms and ϩ42 ms ϭ 45 ms) than it was for the ϩRoot items (Ϫ17 ms and ϩ61 ms ϭ 78 ms), and both F ratios were less than 1.0 for the corresponding effect on error rates. system seems to be more flexible than those models suggest.
The next three analyses assessed the interactions between root type and the main effects of prefix frequency, root frequency, and prefix likelihood. Root type (bound vs. free) interacted with prefix likelihood [ Fig. 2: F(1, 1963) ϭ 6.13, p Ͻ .05] and root frequency [ Fig. 3: F(1,  1963) ϭ 13.51, p Ͻ .001]. The figures show high and low values based on median splits, but these dichotomies were not used in the analyses. This is merely a convenient way to show the nature of each interaction. A significant interaction indicates that the slope of the relationship between one independent variable and RT changes as a function of the other independent variable (Aiken & West, 1991; Cohen & Cohen, 1983 , Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989 . Figure 2 shows that the cost in processing time for items that are good candidates for decomposition (by virtue of their high prefix likelihoods) is more pronounced if the accompanying root is free rather than bound. As was suggested in connection with Fig. 1 , free roots tend to pay a price for their meaningfulness; the exact price depends on whether the carrier item is a good candidate for decomposition, as determined by high or low prefix likelihood. Figure 3 shows the interaction between root type and root frequency. The interaction suggests that any free root will slow down rejection times, but a more complicated situation holds for bound roots. First, bound roots never slow down processing to the same extent that free ones do. Second, the amount of interference caused by a bound root is related to that root's frequency: the higher the frequency, the more interference.
One three-way interaction was also significant. Figure 4 [F(1, 1960) ϭ 8.07, p Ͻ .01] shows that the two-way interaction shown in Fig. 3 depends additionally on prefix likelihood. One interpretation of this interaction, based on the results of Wurm (1997) for prefixed real words with free roots, takes as its starting point the assumption that the perceptual system learns over time to associate high prefix likelihood (in conjunction with other variables) with successful decomposition. Low prefix likelihood would therefore signal an item that the perceptual system should not be inclined to decompose.
We can understand this interaction by looking at the fastest and slowest RTs. The fastest RTs were for items that are low on prefix likelihood and carry bound, low-frequency roots. These are items that the perceptual system should be disinclined to decompose because of the low value of prefix likelihood. In addition, the roots of these items are bound and low in frequency. Therefore, these stimuli can be re- jected quickly. The slowest RTs were for items high on prefix likelihood that carry high-frequency free roots. These are items that the perceptual system should be inclined to decompose, and the resulting root is easily recognizable. Pseudowords like this are particularly difficult to reject.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
One finding of the current study that should be explored more fully is the significant performance disadvantage for ϪPrefix, ϩRoot items, compared to ϪPrefix, ϪRoot items. It is hard to determine whether the roots used in the current study meet Taft's (1994) underspecified criterion for root recognizability: the mean frequency for free roots was 192 (range ϭ 4 to 870), while the mean frequency for bound roots was 119 (range ϭ 0 to 619). For comparison, people [Taft's (1994) example root] has a frequency of 847. It is also worth noting in this context that the observed performance disadvantage was just as large for roots that are bound (47 ms, vs. 33 ms for free roots).
4 This may be inconsistent with Taft's (1994) hypothesis, insofar as bound roots in general do not appear to be as recognizable as free ones. In any event, one specific part of the pattern predicted by the prefix-stripping model appears to be incorrect: genuine roots elevate both RTs and error rates even for pseudowords that do not begin with genuine prefixes. The later version of Shortlist might be able to predict this effect. The Metrical Segmentation Strategy of Cutler and Norris (1988) was implemented in Shortlist to accommodate experimental findings (e.g., Vroomen & de Gelder, 1997; see also McQueen, Norris, & Cutler, 1994; McQueen, Cutler, Briscoe, & Norris, 1995) . Strong syllables help determine alignment, which is relevant because roots in the current study were stressed. If strong syllables are used in determining alignment between a word candidate and the stimulus input, and if such alignment is not absolutely crucial in determining activation, then Shortlist might indeed predict partial activation for the root of a ϪPrefix, ϩRoot item. As with Taft's (1994) account, though, this explanation becomes less attractive when we consider that the root effect held for bound roots, too. Individual morphemes are not represented in Shortlist unless they also happen to be words, so it would be hard to explain the origin of this effect for bound roots.
Another question addressed by this study was whether pseudowords with free roots are processed in the same way as those with bound roots. At a fairly gross level of analysis, one finds that the performance data in the current study were quite similar across root types. However, it would be premature to conclude anything on the basis of those results alone. The interactions shown in Figs. 2-4 and the 65-ms main effect of root type in the regression analysis indicate that there is something different about the processing of the two root types. In addition, the potentially very interesting interaction between prefix status and root type the sizes of the root effects for ϪPrefix stimuli become 34 ms for items with bound roots and 35 ms for items with free roots. for ϩRoot items is worthy of further investigation.
The current study suggests that while bound roots probably are recognizable entities, their representations may not be as meaningful or richly interconnected as those for free roots. The semantic fields normally associated with lexical entries are essentially empty for bound roots because they have no clear definitions. This would predict less computation time for rejecting an item carrying a bound root, which is what was found for ϩPrefix, ϩRoot pseudowords. Taft's (1994) interactive-activation proposal offers an attractive starting position from which to explain these data. That model has a level of representation for bound morphemes (i.e., prefixes and bound roots) and one where all freestanding words (including polymorphemic words) are represented. Elements that combine to make larger words, whether free or bound, are interconnected. This would predict the muted effects observed for bound roots; they are recognizable elements with their own representations, but do not have the same degree of interconnectedness or combinatorial flexibility as free elements. A number of different dualroute models can also accommodate the current results (e.g., Caramazza et al. 1988; Frauenfelder & Schreuder, 1992; Laudanna et al., 1994 Laudanna et al., , 1997 Schreuder & Baayen, 1995; Wurm, 1997) .
Future research efforts might use a variety of strategies to extend what has been learned. Manipulating the stress pattern of the critical stimuli in different ways would help determine whether a model such as Shortlist (particularly in its second version, which incorporates the Metrical Segmentation Strategy- Norris et al., 1995) can be reconciled with perception data.
Another strategy that may prove useful would be to use common word beginnings that are not prefixes. This would help tease apart various classes of models. TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986 ), Cohort (Marslen-Wilson, 1984 Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) , and Shortlist (Norris, 1994; Norris et al., 1995) all predict that common, nonprefix word beginnings will have the same processing consequences as prefixes do, because prefixation effects in those models are essentially cohort effects. On the other hand, prefix-stripping and dual-route models predict that there is something special about prefixes; common word beginnings that are not prefixes will not have the same perceptual consequences as actual prefixes.
Finally, it should be noted that roots cannot always be classified as unambiguously as those used in the current study (e.g., Scalise, 1984; Selkirk, 1982; Siegel, 1979) . For example, although English has a free-standing word vent, many theorists consider it to be a different morpheme than the one found in words like invent and convent because there is no relationship in meaning between those words. Taft and Forster (1975) performed one experiment looking at this type of root and concluded that the bound morpheme -vent and the free morpheme vent were separate entities, stored separately in memory. It might prove interesting for future studies to use not only clearly bound roots, such as -ceive, but also some of these less clear cases. a Per million tokens, from the CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1993; Burnage, 1990) .
